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JRS at 40: the mission to accompany continues 

Accompaniment is the foundational charism of
JRS—to be with, as a companion of refugees—
that deepens our service and advocacy. It is fitting
to publish our final issue of 2021 on refugee
accompaniment to mark the close of our 40th
anniversary commemoration.

I was once told by a lawyer that accompaniment
is too fluffy to write in a public funding application.
In this issue, you will see how accompaniment
genuinely embodies the JRS mission. It can be
considered the most challenging aspect of our
mission: in the midnight call to be with a Chinese
refugee dying alone; in sharing the deafening
silence after a single mother laments a rejected
asylum application; in the unbreakable chasm of a
detention center barrier.

Accompaniment also offers our most consoling moments: a refugee family donating their daughter’s
wheelchair as they get a new one in preparation for resettlement; a refugee earning from developed
digital skills and learning to regain a sense of self-reliance; a Thai community welcoming exiles and
strangers in their land.  

The exhibit, “My Home: Displacement, Diaspora and Desire”, presents the challenges and consolations of
seeking and finding home told from each refugee’s unique personal experience while in displacement.
The saga of “home rides in a backpack”, is an epic journey told by Abdul Samad Haidari, forced to flee
since he was eight years old from the “bombed soil” of his native Afghanistan to the shores of Indonesia.
Refugees need companions to experience the warmth of home. Their tragic plight will continue if they
arrive at an empty place.  

In the JRS-JCAP collaboration project called “Growing Canopies, Strengthening Communities”, we
respond to marginalized indigenous communities and youth who are struggling to sustain their way of
life as aggressive economic development intrudes into their traditional places and societies. Indigenous
communities have been uprooted from their homes; they too have become refugees such as the
Montagnards, ethnic communities from Myanmar, to name a few. 

After 40 years, JRS has not “put itself out of work” and in fact is now present in 56 countries worldwide.
We bow our heads in gratitude to Fr. Pedro Arrupe whose vision roots us to what is essential, to all the
teams whose personalities and cultures enriched us, and to all partners and donors whose support and
belief in what we do buoyed us through many crises. During these past many years, we have realized that
our service will never satisfy the multiple needs of an ever-increasing refugee population; our advocacy
will not fully address the complex drivers of forced displacement; but in all these, our mission to be with
refugees as companions will always be a source of joy, hope and faith as we face a shared future walking
with refugees in the years ahead.  

Louie Bacomo
Director, Asia Pacific
21 December 2021  



https://jrsjcap40years.org/


D R I V E N  B Y  V A L U E S

In celebration of its milestone 40th
anniversary,  Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS)
Asia Pacif ic ,  together with Jesuit
Communications Foundation (JesCom),
launched an online exhibition dedicated
to its history of outstanding service and
solidarity,  as well  as eye-opening personal
stories of refugees.

“We hope that viewers realize that stories
of refugees are human stories,  our stories.
These are not stories out there;  the stories
are in play in each of us,  in our society,  in
how we respect our differences and assist
others who are suffering and experiencing
diff iculties.”

Louie Bacomo believes that the core spirit
that has driven JRS, the “ love of God and
compassion for humanity,  ”  and the same
values that inspired Fr.  Arrupe 40 years
ago, wil l  keep JRS relevant and effective in
the coming years,  amidst ever-changing
and challenging times.

VISIT EXHIBITION
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https://youtu.be/xzKc4tZFwqM
https://jrsjcap40years.org/
https://youtu.be/xzKc4tZFwqM


40 Years of Accompaniment
Today until Nov. 2022

My Home: Displacement, Diaspora, and Desire
Today until Nov. 2022

This refugee rights exhibition highlights the poems, drawings, and other treasured belongings from
refugees that hold them close to home and transform their sense of identity and belonging. It allows
viewers to witness the refugees’ journeys from their place of origin, towards resettlement, through
their own lens.
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This exhibit is dedicated to JRS’s history of compassionate service and solidarity. Featuring a detailed
timeline of events, visitors can retrace JRS’s humble beginnings, dating back to the late Fr. Pedro
Arrupe SJ’s call to over 50 Jesuit provinces to respond to the plight of Vietnam war refugees and
coordinate a global humanitarian response. 

https://jrsjcap40years.org/timeline/
https://jrsjcap40years.org/my-home/
https://jrsjcap40years.org/timeline/
https://jrsjcap40years.org/my-home/


DONATE

https://apr.jrs.net/en/donate/
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JCAP match funds
31.8%

Individuals
36.3%

JRS funding 
31.8%

Target
USD 40,000 

Total raised
USD 31,853 79.7%

44   Locations 
  6   Countries

Thailand 
50%

Philippines
18.2%

Cambodia 
11.4%

Myanmar 
11.4%

Laos 
9.1%

F U N D R A I S I N G  

P A R T I C I P A T I O N
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RYAN REY OHON, 
TAHAPANTAO IP YOUTH ORGANIZATION,
PHILIPPINES

during the launching program, many participants
attended the tree planting such as the youth sector,
Tribal officials, barangay officials, Elementary
Teachers, and the tourism. Before the tree planting
activity started, the tribal leaders conducted a ritual
at the area. It was followed by an orientation on the
proper way of planting the trees. As part of our
community involvement being the first IP youth
organization of TAHAPANTAO, we were assigned to
plant one thousand (1,000) trees and we’re able to
finish it in three days.

In the end, I would like to thank the JRS-JCAP ,
Mindanawon Cultural Initiatives and AGILA
Foundation in giving us the opportunity to be part
of the project in protecting the environment and
the people in the community. And also I would like
to thank the TAHAPANTAO Association which gave
this kind of break to the youth as next in line to be
the leaders in our community.

V O I C E S  F R O M
C O M M U N I T I E S

The tree planting activity is very hard because we had to go up and down to the waterfalls but
I’m so happy to join the activities like these to build and enhance our ability, leadership, and
become a good member in a society."
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PONCHAI, MAE SARIANG, 
MAE HONG SON, THAILAND

A REFUGEE RETURNEE FROM PHRUSO,
MYANMAR.

Tree planting is not only a good activity for the
environment, but it also enhances community
spirit and reconciliation between the two 
divided groups in our community. 
It restores positive relationship 
among us. 

A YOUTH FROM 
DEMOSO, MYANMAR



In other words, I was so scared just with 
the thoughts of challenges waiting for me if
people found out that I contracted COVID-
19. I was scared if I would be treated
discriminately as a gross person, a bad
person, or a troublesome person.

I rushed to the nearest clinic holding my
tiny courage to ask for some pills to relieve
my symptoms; headache, stuffy nose, and
sore throat. As an alien, I was so afraid if I
was allowed to buy some medicine. 
Luckily, I recovered in the next day and 
the neighbouring family looked after me
well. The kid loves to give me pills and water
like a doctor. I rarely had direct contact with
them or outsiders. I was so worried if anyone
got infected from me. I did not want them
to be in the situation I was. So, I decided to
have a self-check test on 18th Aug and it
was negative. I was very happy. 

That happiness didn’t last even for a day. 
On the 19th, I lost my sense of smell. I tested
positive. I was speechless and lost in my
thoughts on the next steps. I stayed isolated
in my room and the family moved to the
first floor. They were not scared to help me
but I can see they were fearful of the local
authorities. They suggested me not to tell
anyone. I understood them well. 

Days were harder and nights 
were longer for a refugee like me.
I knew that I should keep myself
low profile in a room of a
commercial town in Thailand.
What it’s like to have COVID-19
while seeking asylum in other
country? 

I was sharing my two-floored apartment with
a family of three, mom, dad, and their 3-year-
old daughter. They were blue-collared
workers without any steady income and
unfortunately unemployed due to the
pandemic. On the bright side, they became
my living walls. Their kid loved to spend most
of her time in my room. We had fun playing
sharing her dolls and my makeup.

When I had a severe headache and fever on
the evening of August 16th, 2021, I acted like
this was just a normal fever. Yes, I acted
because I didn’t want to put myself even in
the imagination that COVID-19 is within my
body and I didn’t want to find out either.

S T O R I E S  O F  A C C O M P A N I M E N T

J R S  T H A I L A N D
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Their generosity, willingness, and best wishes
keep me strong and safe. It made me feel better

knowing that there are people out there who
care for ‘the others’ like me. 

There were so many thoughts in my mind back then if my symptoms worsened, “can I get medical
service from a local hospital without any identification or as an asylum seeker in this country?, Can I
even ask someone?, will I be in trouble after asking them?” Also, at the time, I was in the middle of my
resettlement process. I was worried if they called me to put me in a house with others, and what if they
cancelled my process, and so on. 

I contacted CoCare via JRS. When the doctor checked my conditions, he found out that I had difficulty
breathing. They then contacted the local hospital under my name. That was when I got my head fired
on how they were going to register a refugee for treatment. 

I shared with JRS my problems. I received suggestions on what I should do next. I informed the RSC
office that I tested COVID-19 positive and it turned out they supported me with the help of IOM.  IOM
called me daily to check up throughout my 28 days of home isolation. The local hospital also offered
free X-ray check-ups. I was overwhelmed and touched by the generous support from JRS for my
medical expenses. 

Besides such supports from the organizations, the family that I lived with helped a lot while I was in
home isolation. They left healthy meals in front of my room. They helped with my laundry and did short
errands for anything I need. Some of my friends that I knew only when I arrived in Thailand helped me
sending food and medicine. Some warm calls encouraged me to stay strong. The person I appreciated
most was my boyfriend who bared my up and down mood. He gave me most of his time making sure I
was doing fine mentally and physically in a tiny room from miles away. It is too bad to be sick while
living apart from your family. However, I was lucky to have such people and organizations around me
during difficult time. 

I want to sincerely express my gratitude and thanks to everyone. I could see and feel their
generosity, willingness, and best wishes to keep me strong and safe. It made me feel better
knowing that there are people out there who care for ‘the others’ like me. The love and
support that they showed towards me helped me a lot to recover faster. Thank you so much. 

SOE,  MYANMAR REFUGEE
THAILAND
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EMPOWERING
REFUGEE'S LIVES

DIGITALLY
LEAP @ JRS

J R S  S I N G A P O R E  

S T O R I E S  O F  A C C O M P A N I M E N T



Ages 17 to 50, from Afghanistan 
to Zimbabwe. The cohort of  19
students who graduated from
LEAP@JRS’s E3 digital marketing
course on 14 October 2021 have
proven, virtually, that no obstacle
is too great to overcome. 

E3, which stands for Education for Economic
Empowerment, is a core training programme
of the LEAP@JRS initiative and seeks to equip
asylum seekers and refugees (ASRs) with
certified IT skills. The 3-month digital
marketing course, conducted primarily online,
includes an express module Digital Skills for
Business, and a more intensive professional
module Digital Skills for Design. E3 modules
are designed and delivered by qualified
trainers from JRS’s network of academic
partners. 

“We were very proud to present our students
with their certificates at our virtual graduation
ceremony in October 2021. Of our 19
graduates, about 68% have obtained
internship stints with JRS’s business partners
who are willing to mentor and help our
students further develop their skills. 

“We are grateful for our generous donor the
Diana Koh Foundation through the
Community Foundation of Singapore, our
academic partner, Make The Change, a social
enterprise by M.A.D School and our
passionate volunteers for paving the way
with us to make a difference in the lives of
ASRs,” said Ms Lai Suyim, the chairperson of
the LEAP@JRS subcommittee. 

Initial funding received from the Diana Koh
foundation enables JRS not only to run the
training courses but also provide a small
stipend for the ASR students that would help
to cover some basic living expenses, thus
enabling them to better focus on the course.
Students who have successfully completed
the course will be given certificates of
attendance by M.A.D School, as well as their
very own professionally curated portfolios
that they can use for internship applications.
Under the E3 programme, JRS aims to train
as many as 225 students over three years.

“The first course was a wonderful experience.
I learned many important and basic designs
that I didn't know before. The interesting part
of the second course was about typography
and how to use shapes in designing. 
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Now I can design for social media and advertising. I have asked three of my colleagues to join this
course and they have registered themselves for the next batch.” said Ms ZG, 23, from Afghanistan, 
who is based in Bogor, Indonesia with her family. 

“The digital marketing course came at the most opportune time for me. I was losing hope in any
prospect of early settlement, my wife has not been feeling well and the support my family has been
receiving was shrinking gradually due to COVID-19 induced financial constraints on the ARS supporters
and well-wishers. It was during this dark hour of my life that an opportunity to enrol in the programme
arose. I really enjoyed every moment of it as it kept me busy, switched my mind from despair and
hopelessness to hope.” said Mr S, 50, from Zimbabwe, who is based in Bangkok, Thailand.  

“This course has really been a life changing one for me. The training programme has equipped me with
self-reliant skills that can enable me to exploit opportunities when they arise. Considering our plight as
refugees, this technology-based programme is relevant as one can work remotely,” S added.
 
It was not just the students who had benefitted from E3 but also the trainers themselves. Ms Yenni
Wijaya, Studio Director of advertising agency B.RU Collective, and Make The Change trainer shared, 
“It was my first time interacting with ASRs and it’s been an eye-opening and humbling experience.
Considering their diverse backgrounds and the fact that some don’t speak English as their first
language, I applaud their commitment and efforts to learn something that is totally new.
  
“I can see that some are hungry for knowledge of design principles and processes. With continual
guidance from their mentors they should be able to break into the creative industry and become full-
fledged designers.” 

LEAP@JRS, a forward-looking initiative to nurture future-fit refugees. LEAP@JRS offers
certified digital skills training, professional development and wellness programmes, as well
as facilitates virtual internships for ASRs. For more information on how you can contribute
to JRS’s efforts, visit LEAP@JRS or email contact@jrssg.org

This course came during the dark 
hour of my life. it switched my mind from

despair and hopelessness to hope.

MR.  S ,  A  50-YEAR-OLD
REFUGEE FROM ZIMBABWE
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https://jrssg.org/project/leapjrs/
mailto:contact@jrssg.org


J R S  T H A I L A N D  
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Sawadee kah. My name is Jojo. I was not always called by this name. This name is the 
name of my soul I have risked my life to live. You see, I was born in the great nation of
Pakistan. My name at birth was Joseph. I was born as a transgender woman even though I
didn't know what that was. The direction of my life has been influenced by this every single
day. From the time I was very young, I knew I was different than other girls. My family did
not understand who I was and treated me like a son. But in my heart, I knew the truth. 
  
I was born a Christian in a strong Catholic family in Pakistan. In this religious and political construct, 
I was doubly condemned. I was born Christian and LGBT. As a Christian family, we were targeted. 
We regularly witnessed and experienced mistreatment, hatred, and threats of violence. But being 
an obvious woman born into a man’s body was a dynamic that brought about another unique and
dangerous complexity for my already persecuted family. I wanted to work in a salon. I was playing
with and wearing makeup from a young age. It was difficult for my family to hide who I truly was. 
If I couldn’t hide it, how could they? 

Photo by Katie Rainbow on Unsplash

S T O R I E S  O F  A C C O M P A N I M E N T

https://youtu.be/0VQks-PjIB4
https://youtu.be/0VQks-PjIB4


All through my school years, everyone knew
me as a trans woman and appeared to accept
me, but I was not met with that same support
and advocacy when it mattered. I would have
relationships with men but quickly learned
that it was simply out of their curiosity and
nothing more. These relationships never
materialized into life together. This left me
disappointed and hopeless. And to make
matters worse, my family did not understand
or accept me. I don't have words to describe
the loneliness! 

One fateful day, I met a close friend who told
me of a hope I could only dream of. I learned
that life for me was possible in a nation called
Thailand. I didn’t even know what it would
mean but I was fascinated. It was all I could
think about. After much thought and prayer I
got on a plane to go to a foreign nation I could
only dream of. I sat alone on the plane with
everything and everyone I’d known behind me,
wondering what my life would be like. 

When I got off the plane my true life began. I
went from a lost orphan alone in the world to
an adopted, loved child by a loving
motherland, Thailand. Like water on a seed, I
soon bloomed into a true life of friends and the
hope for a future grew in my heart. For the first
time in my life, I not only had people who
knew me, but I also had people who would be
seen with me. People who cared about me! I
was given so many blessings by this land, and
my freedom was only one of them. 

I learned about my community, the LGBT
community. I learned why I was so attracted to
them and where I fit in. I learned what a
transgender identity is and was able to live
with the full awareness of who I am. I learned
hair care at Ninrat school of hairdressing in
Wong Wain Yai. At first, I hid who I was but
quickly came to realize that I was loved for who
I am. Every day I felt like I was living my
destiny. I felt like I was awaking into a deja vu
of some forgotten life that happened before.

Here I also found a safe place to practice my
religion. I did not need to hide any aspect of
myself. I could go from my hairdressing
classes and travel with my makeup on to my
Catholic Church where I was accepted and
loved. 

Not everything was easy, however. I was
dependent on Life Raft International and the
generosity of many other friends, churches,
and organizations. I could not work. I was
constantly at risk of being arrested and taken
to IDC under the wrong circumstances. But I
became confident in myself through these
limited resources. I saw how my
environmental impact could be limited
through being frugal. I saw how I could
encourage others to know how to help in
these issues by being happy with what I had. 

My case was closed but somehow this was a
Godsend though. I told them my true identity
and I was accepted again into the program
and this eventually led to my being accepted
for asylum in the great nation of Australia. 

My story is a happy one and filled with
gratitude! My thankfulness rises to the
heavens every day. Because I realize that not
every refugee wins in life as I have. Without
the kindness of heaven, I could still be stuck
back in Pakistan lost, alone, and invalidated.
And someday soon I look forward to the next
step in my journey - my ascension and
adventure in Australia.  

This is my story. But together we can
help those less fortunate simply by
spreading awareness, by calling each
other to higher standards and higher
ways, so that the generosity that is
innate in each of us can be magnified to
help those desperately needing to be
saved. As I was only eight short years
ago. 

Thank you.   
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Jesuit Refugee Service Asia Pacific
43 Soi Rachwithi 12, Victory Monument, 
Phayathai, Bangkok 10400, Thailand.

T H A N K  Y O U

SCAN TO DONATE
Designate to "JRS in Asia Pacific"

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOT1ywUsA0Qde7FMDYfRoLw
https://twitter.com/JRSASIAPACIFIC
https://www.facebook.com/jrsasiapacific
https://apr.jrs.net/en/jesuit-refugee-service/
https://apr.jrs.net/en/newsletter

